Introduction
The reactions of loosely coupled nucleus with many specifications are actively discussed [1 -3] . The last years there is actual systematical joint study of experimental data by modern phenomenological, semi-microscopic and microscopic approaches for the learning of new information on the structural characteristics of the nuclear matter.
Deuterons have some unique specifications which are influenced on distribution of their interaction with nucleus in frame work of optical model (OM). At the first, there are have loosely coupled structure and the deuteron matter is decayed in special energy. There is the great potential in condition of OM. Secondly, deuterons have sharply asymmetric charge distribution, and this affects their electrical interaction at energies above the Coulomb barrier.
In the framework of OM further there was data of experimental cross section using not only the value absorbing potential and the potential of the surface absorption, as well as their combination. Analyzed data showed that the founded parameters are consistent with each other, and OM gives an acceptable description of the angular distributions of deuterons elastic scattering (ES).
However, there are many cases of parameters of optical potential (OP) which give equally good description of the experimental ES at multiple parameter sets of OP.
The joint analyze of ES deuterons on nucleus 6 Li, 16 116 Sn at different energies and data of total cross sections (TCS), mass and energy dependences of OP parameters are presented in this article.
The Experimental Data and Optical Model
We analyzed experimental data [1, 4] of deuterons ES and their TCS within the deformed potential OM using settlement program SPI-GENOA [5] .
There is easy to get a good description of the experimental data as a complete set of components of the nuclear interaction, including the spin-orbit about several parameters. However, not all the parameters found in this way have a physical meaning. Assuming that the potential scattering dominates in the forward hemisphere, there is no view of the spin-orbit interaction; consider nuclear capacity in its simple form, which includes both bulk and surface absorption:
the radial dependence is described by Woods-Saxon form factor:
V, WS, WD -the depth of real and imaginary parts of the OP with surround (S) and surface (D) absorption; r i , a i -corresponding reduced radius and diffuseness. The last term in equation (1) is the Coulomb potential of a uniformly charged sphere of radius [fm], A t -the mass of the target nucleus. OP parameters corresponding to optimal matching of the experimental and theoretical values of the cross sections are found by minimizing the value: Table 1 . Fig. 1 shows a quite satisfactory description of the experimental deuterons ES with energy 171 MeV on nuclei with mass numbers A = (6 -116). Fig. 2 shows a satisfactory agreement between the experimental [6 -10] and theoretical TCS at different deuteron energies.
The Mass and Energy Dependence
The mass and energy dependence of the parameters of the OP for deuterons on nuclei at the range A = (6 -116) were studied.
The linear dependence on the mass number of target nuclei was obtained by OP method after the selection of optimal parameters of least squares (Fig. 3 
Conclusions
The joint analysis of the ECS and TCS deuterons in the standard OM at different energies were done. The global mass and energy dependence in the energy range up to 200 MeV have received on the basis of the found optimal and physically accurate parameters of the OP.
